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Objective: Quasi-static ultrasound elastography is a
technique for measuring tissue deformation (strain)
under externally applied loading and can be used to
identify the presence of abnormalities. The objective of
this study was to demonstrate the efficacy of averaging
strain images from repeated compression cycles in
mitigating user-induced error using quasi-static ultrasound elastography.
Methods: Freehand compressions were performed with
an ultrasound transducer on the biceps brachii of nine
participants (five males and four females), as well as with
a custom automated compression system. Sets of strain
images from the freehand techniques were averaged
to create single representative images and compared
against strain images from the automated compressions
using both qualitative and quantitative metrics.

Results: Significant improvements in intra-operator
repeatability and interoperator reproducibility can be
achieved by averaging strain images from four to eight
repeated compressions. The resulting strain images did
not lose significant image data compared with strain
images from single automated compressions.
Conclusion: Averaging is introduced as a feasible and
appropriate technique to improve strain image quality
without sacrificing important image data.
Advances in knowledge: Simple averaging of multiple
freehand elastography measures can achieve a similar
degree of accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility as
that of more awkward and expensive automated methods. The resulting elastograms can be used to obtain
a more accurate and complete diagnosis without additional cost to the doctor or the patient.

Damage to the skeletal muscle tissue, such as contusions,
tears and strains, accounts for approximately 90% of all
sport-related injuries.1 Although MRI is currently the gold
standard for diagnostic imaging of soft tissue, ultrasound is
recognized as a viable alternative for soft-tissue imaging,
owing to its portability, affordability and ability to capture
sequences of images in real time.2,3 Quasi-static elastography (QSE) takes advantage of the unique ability of ultrasound to capture image sequences to track tissue
deformation and has emerged as a potential diagnostic
tool to monitor musculoskeletal pathologies.4

estimate strain in tendons.12–14 QSE could also potentially
be used to identify regions of damaged or abnormal tissue
in skeletal muscles, but there are few studies exploring
these applications.4

QSE operates on the principle that when tissue is externally
compressed, the resulting deformation depends on the mechanical properties of the tissue.5 Accordingly, this technique
tries to recover information about the mechanical properties from the information about tissue deformation. Ultrasound elastography has been shown to detect lesions in
the breast tissue and ﬁbrosis in the liver tissue6–9 and to
measure intravascular elasticity,10,11 as well as an ability to

The primary limitation of QSE is its dependence on consistent and steady ultrasound images to create quality strain
images. Image steadiness is particularly important with
musculoskeletal tissues owing to their anisotropic and inhomogeneous structure. Variability in image collection, inherent to the nature of freehand manipulation of the
ultrasound transducer, results in changes in the imaging
window and unsteady application of force during a single
compression, as well as variations in the rate, magnitude
and direction of loading between trials. These inconsistencies may lead to large errors in the resulting strain
images, directly affecting the accuracy and repeatability of
strain measurements. For example, transducer misalignment alone has been shown to result in strain measurement errors as high as 23%.15 To mitigate variation
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between examinations and measurement error, a number of
studies have developed scanning systems that assist the operator
while examining the tissue of interest. These automated and
assisted systems have employed various mechanical compression and feedback techniques to successfully reduce extraneous transducer motion and improve the resulting strain
images.16–18 However, these enhancements do come at the
cost of added training and expensive, often cumbersome
equipment.
Rather than attempting to eliminate the aforementioned sources
of measurement error themselves, it may be possible to minimize the imprecision of the strain images through a simple
averaging procedure, wherein multiple ultrasound compression
scans are performed, and the resulting strain images averaged to
create a single representative image.
Although averaging is expected to improve repeatability in
the strain images, currently, there is no literature employing such
averaging techniques to musculoskeletal elastography. Instead,
multiple compressions are performed, and the result of a single
scan is selected from amongst the set to be further analysed.13,14,19
Several questions about the approach of averaging need to be
addressed, including (1) can it achieve similar strain image repeatability as automated scans? (2) Does it require too many scans
to achieve acceptable repeatability? (3) Will averaging actually
remove important data in the image that are unique to the patient
and are needed to properly characterize the tissue health?
In this article, we determine whether averaging strain images
from repeated scans of the biceps brachii reduces the effects of
variability in ultrasound images. Speciﬁcally, we tested three
hypotheses: (1) the ﬁnal images created by averaging strain
images over multiple manual scans are both qualitatively and
quantitatively similar to strain images resulting from automated
compression procedures; (2) averaging over multiple scans
increases the repeatability of the resulting strain images compared with that of single automated compressions; and (3) the
averaged strain images from a single subject will be more reproducible between operators than strain images from a single
freehand scan.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
All testing procedures were performed with approval from the
Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) Institutional Review Board.
Nine healthy volunteers (ﬁve males and four females) aged
26.4 6 3.2 [mean 6 standard deviation (SD)] years were
recruited from Cornell University. The participants selected were
asked to ﬁll out a questionnaire about their health history to
ensure that they did not have any history of musculoskeletal
diseases or injury to the biceps brachii. All participants underwent ultrasound imaging of the dominant arm biceps
brachii. The participants provided informed consent prior to
their involvement in the study.

Establishing the imaging window
An adjustable armrest was used to maintain consistent positioning of the biceps during the ultrasound scans, as shown in
Figure 1. With the arm brought out directly in front of the
participant (forming a 90° angle to the shoulders), the posterior
surface of the upper arm rested on a pad parallel to the tabletop,
and the elbow was ﬂexed to allow the forearm to rest on a pad at
30° from horizontal. The wrist was maintained in a supinated
position with neutral ﬂexion. The arm and hand were fully
supported, allowing the biceps to remain in a neutral, static
position with no muscle activation.
A transducer positioning protocol was followed to orient the
transducer at the onset of each compression. During compression, the transducer motion consists of only translation along
the beam axis. This constraint is ensured using a combination
of external and internal structures (visible in the ultrasound
B-mode image) as landmarks to establish proper transducer
location and orientation. The transducer was placed on the
anterior surface of the upper arm and oriented to visualize the
long axis of the muscle ﬁbres with the distal ends of the ﬁbres
aligned with the left of the B-mode image (Figure 2). Using the
distal biceps tendon as a starting point, the transducer was
translated proximally along the midline of the muscle until the
central aponeurosis was no longer visible in the B-mode image.
The rotational degrees of freedom were constrained using the
length, thickness and curvature of the bone line and muscle
ﬁbres in the image as markers. The bone line of the humerus
was used to indicate the alignment of the transducer with its
long axis; any deviations from the axis were seen as increased
curvature of the bone line. The brightness and clarity of the line
indicated how well the transducer was rotated about the long
axis of the humerus. A blurry or otherwise unclear bone line
suggested that the imaging window only partially captured the
bone, so the rotation about the long axis could be corrected.
The ultrasound imaging used a Terason t3000™ academic ultrasound system with a 3.81-cm (1.5 inches) wide 7.5-MHz
Figure 1. Setup for the positioning of the arm for ultrasound
imaging. The upper (solid arrow) and lower (hollow arrow)
arms are supported by arm pads to ensure that the biceps are
relaxed and held in position. All imaging procedures were
performed on the anterior portion of the upper arm as shown.

This section details the procedure used to (1) create averaged
strain images from multiple compressions of the biceps brachii
and (2) test the accuracy (similarity to automated images), repeatability and reproducibility of these averaged images.
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Figure 2. Sonogram of the upper arm with transducer oriented
along the muscle fibres. The upper and lower boundaries of the
biceps brachii are denoted by single arrows. Double arrows
indicate the humerus. The area between the humerus and the
lower boundary of the biceps brachii is the brachialis muscle
and has not been included in this study.
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consisted of a transducer mounted to a one-axis linear actuator
(Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH and Co. KG, Karlsruhe/
Palmbach, Germany) connected to a basic motion control system (Arcus Technology ACE-SDE, Livermore, CA). The transducer was positioned according to the aforementioned standard
positioning procedure before the ﬁrst compression, and the
positioning was maintained during subsequent scanning procedures. 30 consecutive scans were performed with the scanning
system set to compress at 2 mm s21 for 3 s, and the ﬁrst 5 mm of
displacement were recorded.
Creating strain images
The ultrasound raw data were converted into MATLAB® MATﬁles (MathWorks®, Natick, MA), using a program provided by
Terason® (Burlington, MA).20 A speckle-tracking algorithm was
used to track the motion of small groups of pixels between
frames. These motion data were quantiﬁed to create a measurement of displacement for each pair of consecutive frames in a Bmode image. The algorithm employed in this study is based on
well-developed techniques commonly used in the literature.20–24

linear array transducer (Teratech Corporation, Burlington, MA)
set to image to a depth of 5 cm. The radiofrequency (RF) data
were recorded at 30 MHz throughout the compression. These
data were represented as B-mode videos of muscle compression
transverse to the ﬁbre lengths. The RF data were recorded at
approximately 31 frames per second, and the resulting frames
were 1948 3 256 pixels (depth 3 width) in size. Each compression was 3 s in duration, totalling 93 frames collected per
compression.

Figure 3. The automated compression system provided
consistent, repeatable compressions to the biceps brachii.
The transducer is attached to a motor controlled by the
computer. The transducer moved 5 mm.

Collecting ultrasound images
All of the ultrasound imaging procedures were performed by
a researcher with over 4 years’ experience with ultrasound systems and musculoskeletal imaging, as well as by an experienced
orthopaedic surgeon.
At the beginning of each freehand compression, the transducer
was positioned using the procedures described previously. The
operator held the transducer and manually pressed the transducer face against the surface of the arm to compress the muscle
tissue (Figure 1). The operator was instructed to apply a
slow and steady compression for the 3 s duration.10,17 After the
compression, the video data were examined to determine the
frames corresponding to the onset and completion of the compression. This compression procedure was repeated 30 times
with a 15-s break being held between scans. This break allows
the muscle to recover and ensures that the compressions were
independent of each other.
Four of the nine original subjects underwent repeated freehand
compressions performed by a clinician during an additional
testing session. The scanning protocol was identical to that described above, except 15 compressions were recorded rather
than 30.
Automated compressions were conducted using a custom developed mechanical scanner. The scanning apparatus (Figure 3)
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The incremental frame-to-frame strains were accumulated to
calculate the total strain over the course of the compression.10
The ﬁrst 20 frames of each compression scan were analysed to
ensure that the results were drawn from the same segment of the
compression. 20 was chosen as the number of frames that experienced sufﬁcient and measurable cumulative strain while
allowing for an appropriate computation time.7 Local strains
between consecutive frames were recorded, as were the cumulative strains at each frame relative to the ﬁrst frame of the 20frame compression segment.
In the ﬁrst of the 20 frames selected from each compression, the
biceps brachii was manually outlined and selected as the region of
interest (ROI). The ROI was deﬁned on its upper and lower
boundaries by the interface of the muscle and superﬁcial connective tissue and the interface of the biceps brachii and brachialis, respectively (Figure 2). The left and right boundaries were
set approximately 7.5 mm from the edges of the image. Since the
deformations were small over the 20-frame selection (approximately 0.065 mm per frame or 1.3 mm over the 20-frame selection), the total change in muscle depth was minimal and the same
ROI mask was applied to each frame. Displacements were tracked
solely within the ROI. Compression was applied along the ultrasound beam path (transverse to the muscle long axis), and the
resolution is highest in this direction as well, thus, only displacements along the beam path were considered for analysis.
The mean compressive strain magnitude was calculated for each
cumulative strain image. The strain image from each scan with
the mean strain nearest 2% was chosen for averaging. This
magnitude-based selection allows for variable compression rates
and magnitudes within each 20-frame scan. The cumulative
strain image selected from each scan was used in the subsequent
averaging procedure.
Averaged strain images for each subject were created from
groups of images drawn from each set of 30 scans. Different
sized groups were used to determine the minimum number of
images necessary for averaging to produce improvements in
strain image quality. Thus, the images from each set were divided into groups of 1, 2, 4 and 8 images, for a total of eight
groups per set of 30 images (two sets of groups of 1, 2, 4 and 8
images). The images in each group were selected at random
without replacement for all groups. Within each group, the
averaged strain images were deﬁned by the equation:
n

Image 5

+i51 Mfig
n

For n 5 1, 2, 4 and 8, and M{i} is the strain map corresponding
to the “i-th” scan within each group. The strain images were
aligned at the upper-left corner, then directly summed. The total
summed images were then divided by the number of images
included to create the average image. Thus, a total of eight averaged strain images were created from each set of scans.
Quantitative comparison metric
The ﬁnal averaged images from each subject were compared visually against the strain images from the automated compressions
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for similarities in strain magnitude, noise levels and strain distribution across the tissue. The mean and SD of the strain magnitudes for the selected automated strain images and each of the
averaged images were recorded for all subjects.
Image similarity was deﬁned as the matrix norm of the difference in strain magnitude between any pair of strain images. The
strain magnitudes in each image were normalized by the norm
of the image. The resulting similarity metric, called the normerror, was calculated as:
Norm error 5

Image1
Image2
2
kImage1 k ‖Image2 k

where ‖x‖ represents the matrix norm of the resulting image.
Smaller values denote a higher degree of similarity between the
two images. This metric was used to compare different sets of
images depending on the desired outcome measure (image accuracy, repeatability or reproducibility).
Accuracy, repeatability and
reproducibility measurements
Strain images from single automated compressions were considered the “gold standard” of image quality. Thus, the accuracy
of the averaged images was quantiﬁed through comparison of
the norm-error values between these gold standard images and
the averaged images from two, four, and eight compressions.
The norm-error between randomly selected automated strain
images was considered the baseline image similarity representing
the best of current clinical practice.
Repeatability was deﬁned as the degree of similarity between the
pairs of averaged images created using the same number of
strain images for each subject. Given the two sets of groups of
one, two, four and eight averaged images per set of 30 scans,
a total of four repeatability measurements were recorded for
each subject. To illustrate, the averaged image created from one
group of eight strain images was compared against the averaged
image created from the second group of eight images. The
resulting norm-error value was designated as the repeatability
metric for that subject.
Similarly, reproducibility was quantiﬁed as the norm-error
value between corresponding images from the two different
ultrasound operators (one trained researcher and one clinician). That is, for each of the four subjects scanned by the
clinician, the resulting single freehand strain images and averaged images were compared against their counterparts in the
original data set.
Statistical analysis
All results are presented as mean 6 SD. One-way analysis of
variance with Tukey honest signiﬁcant difference (HSD) post hoc
test (JMP® Pro v. 10.0; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) were
performed on the repeatability measurements for one-, two-,
four- and eight-image averages for all nine subjects. The same
procedure was used in the comparison of averaged to automated
strain images. Differences were considered statistically signiﬁcant at
p , 0.05.
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Figure 4. (a) A representative strain image resulting from
a single automated scan of the biceps brachii overlaid on the
ultrasound image of the upper arm. The elastograms are
coloured to show the strain magnitude in the compression
direction, with red indicating high degrees of deformation and
blue indicating little to no deformation. The strain image in (a)
shows considerably more local variation compared with (b)
the strain image created using an average of four repeated
freehand compressions, but the overall strain distribution and
magnitudes are very similar. (c) The strain image from an
average of four repeated freehand compressions from a second operator (clinician). Again, there is a relatively high degree
of qualitative similarity between the strain images. For colour
images please see online www.birpublications.org/doi/full/
10.1259/bjr.20130624.
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RESULTS
Strain image accuracy
Sample strain images from a single automated compression and
an average of four characteristic strain images are shown in
Figure 4. While the single automated strain image exhibits
a higher degree of local variation, the strain patterns are otherwise visibly similar to the freehand averaged strain image. For
a target 2% mean strain, the strain maps exhibit mean strain
values of 2.37 6 0.17% in the averaged images and 2.47 6 0.84%
in the automated images. In general, the single and averaged
strain images from each subject followed this trend; comparable
overall strain patterns but with less local variability in the averaged images.
The results from the comparison of automated strain images to
averaged representative images (Figure 5) show that sets of strain
images from automated compressions are as similar to representative images created from averaging as they are to other
automated images. The mean norm-error between pairs of automated strain images was not signiﬁcantly different than the
mean norm-error between automated strain images and the
averaged representative images.
Repeatability
The results of the repeatability measurements are illustrated in
Figure 6. Smaller norm-error values indicated higher degrees of
image similarity. The single image column in the plot refers to the
similarity of pairs of single strain images resulting from automated compressions of the muscle tissue. The Average 4 and
Average 8 groups showed signiﬁcantly lower norm-error values
(p , 0.05) than the single image, indicating increased repeatability compared with automated compressions. Mean normerror values overall tended to decrease with increasing numbers of

Figure 5. The norm-error between pairs of automated strain
images, of automated strain images and an average of four
repeated freehand strain images and of automated strain
images and an average of eight repeated freehand strain
images are shown for all nine subjects. There are no significant
differences (p 5 0.05) in the mean norm-error for any of the
columns. This similarity indicates that the averaged images
were just as similar to the gold standard automated images as
these automated images were to each other, indicating
minimal data loss owing to averaging.
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Figure 6. The norm-error between pairs of strain images from
each type of strain image is shown for all participants.
Significant differences are seen between the single and the
Average 4 and Average 8 groups (*). The Average 8 group also
exhibited significantly different norm-error values than the
Average 2 group ($) but was not different from the Average 4
group. All differences were considered significant at p , 0.05.

characteristic images included in the averaged representative
image. Although the mean norm-error values for the Average 4
and Average 8 groups were not statistically different from each
other, both exhibited signiﬁcantly decreased error values compared with the Average 2 group.
Reproducibility
All three averaging groups exhibited improved interuser reproducibility between representative images than strain images
created from two single freehand compressions. However, increasing the number of images in the average from two to eight
did not signiﬁcantly decrease the interuser norm-error values, as
can be seen in Figure 7. The decreased norm-error values of the
three averaging groups compared with the single group indicate
a higher degree of image similarity between users when averaging is used than when single freehand scans are used alone.
DISCUSSION
QSE methods were used to create strain images of the biceps
brachii of nine subjects undergoing freehand compression with
the ultrasound transducer. The strain images from repeated
compressions of a single subject were averaged to create the ﬁnal
averaged image. These averaged strain images exhibited signiﬁcant improvements in intrasubject repeatability, as well as
interoperator reproducibility while remaining qualitatively and
quantitatively similar to strain images created using automated
compression techniques.
Unsteadiness or variability during the compression stage of QSE
has been shown to be a major source of error in the resulting
strain images.18,25 Several groups have attempted to address this
issue through the use of automated or semi-automated compression techniques that help remove the “human factor” from
the process.12,17,18 These attempts have successfully shown
improvements in displacement tracking and strain image quality. The averaging procedure we describe achieves similar strain
image quality using traditional freehand compression techniques.
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Figure 7. The norm-error between pairs of corresponding
strain images resulting from the two operators. Averaging two
or more images decreases the norm-error compared with
single freehand scans, indicating an increase in reproducibility between the two operators. There were no significant
decreases in norm-error with an increasing number of averaged images from two to eight. ***Significant difference from
single freehand scans at p , 0.001.

Whereas the automated systems from the aforementioned
studies require additional machinery or training to improve the
strain images, a simple average of repeated compressions yields
qualitatively similar strain images without the extra cost of automated systems.
Not only does averaging produce similar strain images to those
from automated compressions, but it improves image repeatability as well. Both the Average 4 and Average 8 groups
evidenced increased intrasubject image similarity compared with
the single automated group as well as the Average 2 group. This
increase in intrasubject image similarity, or repeatability, is indicative of the decrease in noise and error in the strain images.
Without the local variations prevalent in strain images from
single automated scans, the averaged images are less cluttered
with minimal artefacts, and the true strain patterns are more
apparent.
In general, the results indicate that increasing the number of
images included in the average corresponded to an increase in
repeatability. This increase in image similarity is most likely
owing to the random noise in the images being smoothed by the
higher degree of averaging. Since there was no signiﬁcant decrease in norm-error moving from the Average 4 group to Average 8 group, the majority of the noise in the strain images is
eliminated by including as little as four images in the average.
Variations in operator compression technique or transducer
motion can lead to signiﬁcant noise or artefacts in the resulting
strain image. For an accurate diagnosis, these sorts of interoperator variations need to be addressed. The results of this study
indicate that averaging can be used to decrease this interoperator
error by averaging strain images from as few as two repeated
compressions. Similar to repeatability, the increased reproducibility
is most likely owing to the smoothing of the local strain magnitude ﬂuctuations seen in strain images from single compressions.
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The qualitative and quantitative similarities between the single
strain images and averaged strain images indicate that averaging
did not eliminate important image information.
Averaging strain images from repeated compressions has the
additional advantage that it can be employed regardless of the
compression technique. Improvements in freehand compression
techniques or automated compressions can be further enhanced
through the addition of averaging. Although there may be extra
time required for performing multiple scans, current clinical
practice often selects the “best” or most representative strain
image from a set of three to ﬁve compressions.13,14,19 Since four
strain images are all that are needed to see an improvement in
the strain image consistency, there is no additional time cost
associated with image acquisition using averaging.
It should be noted that for any form of tissue compression,
proper transducer positioning and alignment is absolutely necessary for elastography to be effective. Changes in imaging
window directly affect the speckle tracking and subsequent
displacement images regardless of the compression type. For
scans in this study, care was taken to achieve consistent imaging
windows at the onset of compression, while minimizing transducer sliding and out-of-plane motion during scanning to ensure accurate and representative strain images.
QSE is a highly operator-dependent technique with subjective
results that make comparison between operators, patients and
experimental results difﬁcult. As such, this technique is widely
regarded as qualitative in nature, and any attempts at quantitative analysis have required specialized compression setups or
speciﬁc imaging windows, which are not standard.13,26,27 In this
article, we employed a norm-error measurement to attempt to
quantify overall image similarity between pairs of strain images.
However, this metric alone cannot be used to identify the
presence or absence of key strain patterns or expected image
features that may be distinctive of the speciﬁc tissue (in this case,

muscle) being analysed. Our norm-error metric does provide
important information on image similarity but must be used in
conjunction with qualitative assessment of the strain images in
question.
The primary limitation of this study arises from a lack of
standard practice for comparing strain images. While some tissues, such as the breast tissue, have been studied in some depth,
and some common patterns have been linked to the presence
of tumours or abnormal tissue, skeletal muscle elastography
has not been explored in sufﬁcient detail to deﬁnitively identify
strain patterns corresponding to healthy tissue, let alone injured or abnormal tissue. Future work will begin to characterize common strain patterns in healthy and abnormal muscle
tissue and to develop more comprehensive image comparison
techniques to quantify the degree of abnormality. For example,
a more complete comparison between strain images might
employ image feature detection and image comparison algorithms to identify expected strain patterns within the tissue.
CONCLUSION
Averaging is introduced as a feasible and appropriate technique to improve ultrasound elastography of the skeletal
muscle. Creating an average image from a series of repeated
tissue compression cycles leads to increased intrasubject
strain image repeatability and reproducibility compared with
strain images resulting from automated compressions, while
achieving qualitatively and quantitatively similar strain patterns. The authors recommend using strain data from four to
eight repeated compressions to create the ﬁnal average image.
This number of repeated compressions is similar to that already employed in clinical practice, thereby resulting in improved ﬁnal strain image quality without requiring signiﬁcant
additional effort by the operator. Averaging may be an ideal
tool to improve the ﬁnal strain image quality, and ultimately
the diagnostic power of QSE of muscle tissue, without the
cost of additional machinery.
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